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iSOLVE TM

RESEARCH AND QUOTE PERMAMENT LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES WITH EASE 

Gone are the days of marketers running dozens of full illustrations to ensure an agent is ready for any sales 
scenario that comes their way. With iSolve, marketers can now run one search across multiple carriers and solves, 
and easily share with agents their recommended options via a secure link. The agent can choose one of those 
recommendations, make updates if necessary, and generate an NAIC-compliant illustration instantly from iSolve!

Using iSolve, marketers are no longer forced to spend hours creating multiple 
illustrations to cover any possible purchase a client might want to make. iSolve is 
equipped with a database housing values for every possible illustration solve scenario, 
and includes premiums, target premiums, cash surrender values, distribution amounts, 
internal rates of return and guarantee years for all the top insurance companies. Millions 
of data combinations at your fingertips allow you to quickly and easily compare infinite 
sales scenarios for various carriers in the industry.

iSolve operates within the LifePipe Quote platform that your marketers and agents 
already know and love. Direct integration with iGO e-App creates a seamless 
experience, allowing agents to complete an application or retrieve accurate, up-to-date 
life forms without ever leaving iSolve. e-Signature and e-Submission are also available, 
providing both straight-through processing and significant cost savings.

To learn more about how you can put iSolve to work to accelerate your marketing and selling process, 
contact sales@ipipeline.com today.  Visit us at www.ipipeline.com.

A URL link allows marketers to swiftly 
share illustrations with agents

Simple to use interface for running 
illustrations across multiple solve 
scenarios 

Ability to control access-level of internal 
and external users

Pre-populates and links directly to 
iGO e-App

Compatible with all mobile devices 
and operating systems

Provides easy access to edit quotes 
and generate illustrations on the go

Decreases time spent assembling 
illustrations by 850 hour each year, per 
case designer 

Reduces the number of hypothetical 
illustrations administrative staff runs

Provides access to infinite illustrations 
for any possible sales scenario digitally

Generates attractive illustration 
outputs in Excel or PDF format

Accelerates the quoting and 
illustrations process significantly

A FAMILIAR USER EXPERIENCE

FEATURES: BENEFITS:

INFINITE SALES OPTIONS


